Three mobile myths
“I need to pay for exorbitant wireless data service.”
TOTAL for Mobile lets you work regardless of data connection. You can start reports in the field
or work on a report you synced from your desktop at the office. You even have access to your
templates so you won’t have to start from scratch. Take photos, fill in data, sketch, and more
even in the most remote locations. When you’re done, just sync back to your computer from
your home’s Wi-Fi for free.

Voice notes

“I’ll still need paper for comp data and extra notes.”
With TOTAL for Mobile you can verify and update comp data, take photos, and even geocode
the address on site. Think of something you want to note but doesn’t fit in the report? You can
take freeform notes and drawings and make voice recordings on the fly. They flow into your
Digital Workfile for reference at the office. You stay 100% paperless!

“I can’t complete a complex sketch on a mobile device.”
We bust this myth hands-on at our Modern Appraiser Roadshows. Together with appraisers,
we sketch a complex 5,000+ sq. ft. property with angles, curves, interior walls, cut-out areas,
open-to-below, symbols, labels, and more. It’s all possible in TOTAL for Mobile’s sketcher using
your fingertips to tap and swipe.

Boost accuracy, reduce paper,
and save time on appraisals

Comps
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“My associate and I use two iPads with both on TOTAL
for Mobile. When we ‘attack’ a house, measure, and
do the pics, we have cut the time down from
over an hour per house to about 30 minutes.”
— Terry McDaniel, Across Texas Appraisals

Download TOTAL for Mobile
for free today on your iOS,®
Android,™ or Kindle™ device.

Call 1-800-ALAMODE or visit
www.alamode.com/trynow
to get your free TOTAL trial.

<#Name#>, you’re not using TOTAL for Mobile?

Your competitors
are much faster
than you!
What’s holding you back?
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“You will save 30 minutes or
more per report... minimum!”
If you’re not mobile yet, it’s not your fault! Unfortunately, other
vendors haven’t equipped you with seamless, free, made-for-mobile
solutions. We began making the mobile investment in 1992 because
the productivity boost to appraisers is priceless.
Unlike the other guys, our mobile apps are built in-house to work
seamlessly with the latest devices and TOTAL. All your data flows into

TOTAL. No more error-prone data entry or time wasted resketching!
That also means they’re backed by our stellar phone support.
Plus, TOTAL for Mobile is completely free! There are no fees in the app
store or to sync back-and-forth with your desktop.
Download it today on your phone or tablet to give it a spin.

“Biggest leap in productivity since the PDF writer. Use it as a clipboard (not
a full-blown report writer) and you will save 30 minutes per report... minimum!”
— Robert Abbott, The Appraisal Firm

Works with DISTO
laser measurers!

Fill out forms quickly
without typing
One-and-done accurate sketches
Catch mistakes faster and avoid return trips
with TOTAL for Mobile sketching. Best of all,
you’ll save the most time by not needing to
redraw your sketch on your desktop.

Create QuickLists of common
responses for every field.
Then, just tap through the
choices as you go from roomto-room. Need more? Voiceto-text lets you dictate to
your device without typing.

Don’t waste another minute

Get a FREE trial of TOTAL
and TOTAL for Mobile
All your photo needs met in one app
Stop juggling cameras and sifting through hundreds
of photos. Use your device’s camera to take
unlimited photos within TOTAL for Mobile. Simply
label the photos however you like and they’re
automatically added to pages in your report. It’s
easy to make changes and rearrange too.

Download TOTAL for Mobile free today from your device’s app store.
Then, get your free TOTAL trial at www.alamode.com/trynow to
save the most time on your next assignment.

